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Seriously damaged skin could be infected by methicillin-resistant bacteria, which
delays restoration. Propolis has bioactivity linked with its minor components,
such as antimicrobials and antioxidants. Active sites in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and
chitosan (CS) can enhance the nano-loading of natural extracts with activity
amelioration. Korean propolis extract (KPE) loading to a nanocomposite possibly
enhances its antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory potency. Composites were
formed using two PVA/CS structures (1:1; 2:1), and their skin-application
appropriateness was determined by mechanical properties, moisture content,
water activity, and color. The composite of PVA/CS (1:1) was more practicable for
KPE-loading. Increasing KPE concentrations (50, 100, 150, and 200 ng/mL) alters
composite bioactivity measured by Fourier transmission infrared (FT-IR).
Antibacterial potency of 200 ng KPE/mL was the most effective
concentration, followed by 150 ng KPE/mL, against Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) and Clostridium perfringens. The composite activity was measured as
minimum inhibition (MIC) and minimum bacterial concentrations (MBC). At
200 ng KPE/mL, MIC and MBC against MRSA were 14.93 ± 1.21 and 20.21 ±
1.97 mg composite/mL, respectively. Significant inhibition was also recorded for
antibiofilm formation, whereMRSA growthwas not detected after 4 hours of time
intervals to the stainless-steel coupon. Compared to planktonic bacteria, the
formed barrier of PVA/CS restrained the biofilm matrix formation and supported
KPE antimicrobial. The impact of inhibition against biofilm formation depends on
two parallel mechanisms (PVA barrier with hydrogen bonds, besides nano-KPE
particle penetration into bacterial cells). The KPE-composite application to rats’
wounds shows significantly reducedMRSA infection. The results demonstrate the
capability of KPE composite in reducing infection, healing correctly, and restoring
hair. Thewound swabbed test emphasizes this capacity, inwhich bacterial growth
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rate restriction was evaluated using a plate count assay. The results recommended
150 ng KPE/mL loading into CS/PVA (1:1) as an effective anti-pathogenic treatment,
particularly against the MRSA infection of wounds.

KEYWORDS

propolis antimicrobial activity, chitosan/PVA formulas, membrane characteristics,
nanocomposites, skin infection, methicillin resistance Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA),
Clostridium perfringens, wound healing

1 Introduction

Propolis is a resinous material bees produce from various
botanical sources; its primary function is to seal and safeguard
the beehive. Flavonoids and phenolic compounds are two types of
antioxidants found in propolis, which are significant for fighting the
harmful effects of free radicals and reducing oxidative stress (Kurek-
Górecka et al., 2014; Saleh et al., 2023). Propolis has robust
antibacterial capabilities, rendering it efficacious against many
strains of bacteria, viruses, and fungi (Boisard et al., 2015;
Pobiega et al., 2017; Salatino, 2022). The attribute stems from the
origin of propolis used by bees, which serves to establish a sterile
environment inside the hive and prevent illnesses. Propolis has an
immune-modulatory action, regulating the immune system and
effectively increasing its capacity to combat detrimental stimuli
(El-Seedi et al., 2022). Propolis has the potential to mitigate
inflammation inside the human body. This characteristic is

significant in wound healing and immune system regulation
(Pascoal et al., 2014; Oryan et al., 2018; Zulhendri et al., 2022).
Propolis can induce tissue regeneration and establish a defensive
barrier against microbial infections. Dermatitis, eczema, and acne
are inflammatory skin disorders affected by propolis applied directly
to the skin area (Działo et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2019). This efficacy is
linked with propolis’ antibacterial activity (Oryan et al., 2018).

Staphylococcus aureus, a member of the Gram-positive bacteria
family, presents a significant risk for many skin-related illnesses
since it develops resistance to methicillin medications. The MRSA
infection causes more danger than HIV/AIDS in United States
hospitals due to its difficult-to-treat co-morbidities, ease of
transmission, and higher fatality rate (Verma et al., 2021).
Nevertheless, some antibiotics, like Vancomycin, daptomycin,
linezolid, and clindamycin, retain their efficacy. Natural extracts
are active against Staphylococcus aureus infection, less hazardous
than chemical antibiotics, and safe for public health. Several studies
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have shown that natural extracts can stop the growth and spread of
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (Maureen et al., 2019).
Wound infection leads to several complications, particularly the
contamination of methicillin-resistant bacteria. Successful wound
management effectively reduces infections, which promotes prompt
healing and minimizes pathological consequences (Boateng and
Catanzano, 2015). Staphylococcus aureus and Clostridium
perfringens were implicated in various wound infection disorders
(Khandia et al., 2021). Besides, bacteria biofilm formation is a
common factor contributing to impaired wound healing,
resulting in a subsequent delay in the overall healing process.
Hence, there is a significant need for an efficient treatment that
controls skin wound infection and accelerates its recovery (Percival
et al., 2012). Nanoparticles kill bacteria by breaking down cell
membranes and blocking or changing enzyme pathways (Yah
and Simate, 2015). The presence of PVA in propolis loading
nanocomposite can enhance the antibacterial potency of the
extract against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria of
human pathogens (Saleh et al., 2023). In this regard, the
applicable formation of propolis may impact its efficacy.

Nanocomposite is an intelligent application aiding efficacy
enhancement; it possesses pharmacological, antibacterial, or
antioxidant properties regarding their bioactive constituent
contents (Pisoschi et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2022). Composite
formulation bases include gums, proteins, oligosaccharides, and
specific lipids (Ribeiro et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021). Structuring
nanocomposites with more than a polymer provides a mix of
beneficial characteristics constructed from original components
(Cai et al., 2016). Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and chitosan (CS) are
used in nanoparticle formulation because of their emulsifying and
stabilizing properties (Hu et al., 2017; Verma et al., 2022). Loading
active ingredients, like propolis extract, into nanocomposites is vital in
improving its biological effectiveness, control release, and
deliverability (MaHam et al., 2009). Recent research has focused
on investigating targeted nanotechnology systems with potential
applications in wound healing (Naskar and Kim, 2020). Lately,
there has been significant progress in nanoscale systems designed
for drug administration (Singh et al., 2022). Nanoparticles can
traverse cell membranes, while traditional antibacterial drugs often
exhibit restricted permeability across specific cell membranes (Zou
et al., 2020). PVA and CS have been widely studied and identified as
promising materials for tissue engineering applications. Previous
studies have shown the ability of PVA-chitosan complexed
dressings to accelerate wound healing. For instance, nanofiber
dressing containing PVA/CS as a core-shell reflected distinguished
physical characteristics with antioxidant potency (Barzegar et al.,
2021). Again, lignin/CS/PVA complexed hydrogels significantly
enhanced wound healing in a rat wound model (Zhang et al.,
2019). Meanwhile, loading cerium oxide NPs into PVA-chitosan
hydrogel boosted significant antibacterial activity (Kalantari et al.,
2020). Otherwise, linking the aromatic ring to the CS structure
improves the antibacterial activity (Risha Achaiah et al., 2023).
These aromatics can be gained from propolis extract due to its
polyphenolic content. That complex formed due to hydrogen
bonds in the CS or PVA with a phenolic ring of the KPE content
may result in natural and active antibiotics against MRSA infection.

The current need is to create a new category of natural
antibiotics that can effectively combat MRSA by using distinct

modes of action. This study aimed to utilize Korean propolis
extract, characterized previously in our previous work (Alarjani
et al., 2023), to apply for loading at nanocomposite (consisting of
chitosan/polyvinyl alcohol), where CS dispersing in PVA solution.
Hydrogen bonds formed due to the active groups on PVA and CS
(-OH, NH2, C-H) can assist in the KPE nanoemulsion
characterization’s loading activity, indicating the suitable formula
and applications. The methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) strain ATCC 33591 was applied to cause infection in rat
wounds. An In vivo study evaluating the Korean propolis extract
(KPE) nanocomposite mitigation impact on infected wounds was
utilized to emphasize KPE-nanocomposite efficiency as a safe
remedy for the inflammation and hair loss of rats exposed to
MRSA infection. A swabbing assay for the bacterial count on the
infected wounds was assessed using plate count media to emphasize
the KPE-composite reduction effect.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Chemicals and materials

Korean propolis powder was purchased from the Raydel Korea
Mart, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea. Chitosan
powder with low Mw: 100,000 to 120,000 Da; deacetylate degree:
75%–85%; and polyvinyl alcohol (CASNo.:9002-89-5) withmolecular
weight (Mw): 98,000; polymerization degree: 2800; % hydrolysis mole:
99.0%–99.8% were the raw materials utilized for the wound film
preparation (Merck, Chaoyang District, China).

Microbial media of tryptic soy broth (TSB, Millipore 105459),
nutrient agar (NA; Millipore 105450), Mueller–Hinton (MA, Millipore
103872), reinforced clostridiummediumbroth (RCM,Millipore 91365),
and mannitol salt agar (MSA, Millipore 105404) were utilized for the
evaluation of antibacterial and antifungal activities. Each media was
prepared according to the manufacturing methodology, and the
application conditions were adjusted according to the applied assay.
All chemicals, solvents, andmedia were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Chemie GmbH®, Eschenstr, Taufkirchen, Germany.

2.2 Microorganisms

The applied microorganisms were methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) strain ATCC 33591 and
Clostridium perfringens NCTC 8237, utilized for propolis
composites estimation activity against the standard vancomycin
antibiotic. The strain was taken as a gift from the Toxicology and
Food Contaminants Department, National Research Centre, Cairo,
Egypt. This isolate was grown on nutrient agar slants (38°C ± 2°C/
16 h) and stored in a cooler (2°C) until usage. Before the evaluation,
the test was reactivated using nutrient broth tubes (38°C ± 2°C/24 h).

2.3 Preparation of the propolis
nanoemulsion and nanoparticles

For the extraction and application processes, the powder was
ground to near micronized granules (20 mesh) and instantly dried
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(40°C ± 2°C) in a hot-air oven (ED 56 Oven, Binder GmbH,
Tuttlingen, Germany) till dried completely. Korean propolis
extract (KPE) was prepared using the same methodology as the
previous research (Alarjani et al., 2023).

The nanoemulsion solution was carried out using the following
two steps. Firstly, 6 g of dried chitosan was prepared, added to 200mL
of acidic distilled water (1% lactic acid), and stirred (2 h/25°C); then
sodium tri-poly-phosphate solution (0.4%, w/v) was added.
Afterward, the formed suspension was stirred overnight (500 rpm;
22°C ± 3°C). By the time it ended, a glycerol-sorbitol mixture (2:1) was
added at 35% (regarding chitosan weight) and then stirred (2 h). After
the time was completed, several concentrations of KPE (0, 50, 100,
150, and 200 ppm) were individually added to a part of the formed
solution. Each solution part was continuously stirred (30 min) till it
reached complete harmony.

Parallel to that, a second solution of PVAwas prepared (3 g/100mL
distilled water) using a clean beaker and was placed on a hotplate stirrer
(model ARE 5, Velp, Via Stazione—Usmate Velate—Italy) to dissolve
PVA powder (up to 6 h) completely. The formed PVA solution was
added drop-wise to the solution parts of chitosan–propolis during their
homogenization (Ultra-Turrax T25, IKA Janke & Kunkle, GmbH Co.,
Germany) at the conditions of 16,000 rpm/8 min/0°C, followed by
ultrasonic probe treatment (Ultrasonic Homogenizers H, ultrasonic
converter UW2070, booster horn, SH 213 G and microprobe tip MS
73, Ø 3 mm). The solution was poured into the composite-forming
medium and placed in a hot-air oven (40°C/12 h) for sheet formation. It
was kept in a dry condition for the subsequent evaluation. Two
composites were formed using the previous solutions at 50%:50%
(1 CS/1 PVA) and 25%:75% (1 CS/2 PVA), and the dry-formed
films were evaluated for tensile stress values.

2.4 Determination of propolis film
mechanical properties

The film tensile examination and elongation at break were
evaluated using ASTM method D882-01 (Cao et al., 2007) with
minor modifications. Evaluated samples (50 mm × 10 mm ×
0.85 mm) were tensioned until the gap formed between the grasp
heads of a texture analyzer (TAXT plus 50, Stable Micro Systems
Ltd., Surrey, United Kingdom). The initial grip separation distance
was 30 mm, and the crosshead speed was 100 mm/min. The
elongation at break and tensile examination were calculated by
dividing the final extension at rupture and maximum load by the
cross-sectional area of the sheet, respectively.

2.5 Morphological investigation

A scanning electron microscope (Quanta Fei 450, United States;
acceleration voltage 20 kV) was utilized to investigate the surface
morphology of created prepared films. After cutting the samples into
parts with dimensions of 5 mm by 5mm, they were laid down on top
of carbon tape; then, photographs of the sample were captured using
a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The samples were first
subjected to gold sputtering for a 3 min duration using an
Edwards S 150 Sputter Coater, resulting in a coating with a
thickness of 150 A° (Cárdenas et al., 2010).

2.6 Swelling behavior

A phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution was utilized to
estimate the swelling behavior of the CS/PVA composite sheet.
This step was performed by immersing the samples in the solution.
The weight of the sample was determined to be accurate at particular
time intervals ranging from 0 to 7 h. The sample’s swelling (%)
determination was calculated at each time interval, and a graph was
drawn to show the relationship between the time interval and
swelling percentage (Singh et al., 2016).

2.7 Moisture retention capacity

The moisture content of the prepared composite was evaluated
as previously investigated (Kalia et al., 2021). After being prepared,
the film samples were sliced into uniform sizes, and the starting
weight of each sample was recorded asWt1. The heat level inside the
oven was regulated at 40°C the whole time. In the end, the weight of
the teaching sample was determined and pointed out as Wt2. The
equation that was utilized for estimating the capacity of moisture
retention (MRC) is as follows:

%MRC � Wt1
Wt2

× 100%

Where, MRC: moisture retention capacity.
Wt1: initial weight of the composite sheet.
Wt2: final weight of the composite sheet.

2.8 Assessment of the color, thickness, and
morphology characteristics

The prepared nanoemulsion’s displayed color was examined
using a Hunter LAB (Color Hunt XE, Hunter Lab, United States).
The viewing angle was 10°, and the light source illuminated the D65.
The L* (lightness), a* (negative = green, positive = red), and b*
(negative = blue, positive = yellow) were the parameters employed to
determine the color’s value. Referenced gravimetric techniques were
used to calculate the moisture content of the dried film samples.
About 10 g of the film was dried in a hot air oven (at 103°C ± 2°C)
until a constant weight was achieved (AOAC). The AQUALAB 4TE
(NE Hopkins, Pullman, WA 99163, United States) was utilized to
test the water activity of film samples (Sun et al., 2017). The
thickness of the prepared dry sheets was measured at five
different points to an accuracy of 0.001 mm using a
3M301A—STORM ™ digital micrometer (STORM, Wellington
Ave, Cranston, United States) (Otoni et al., 2014).

2.9 Thermogravimetric (TGA), X-ray
diffraction, and Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) analyses

Thermogravimetric analysis was conducted on the PVA/CS-
based composite using a simultaneous TGA thermal analyzer (SDT
2960, TA Instruments, United Kingdom). The experiments were
performed with a heating rate of 10°C/min, up to 600°C, and keeping
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a continuous air flow rate. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was
performed using a Rigaku-Model Miniflex apparatus. The
temperature range for the analysis was set from 2°C to 40°C, with
a scanning rate of 0.05°per minute and a step size of 0.02°. The X-ray
radiation was CuKα, with a precise wavelength of 1.542 Å.

Regarding the FTIR measurements, samples were cut into tiny
discs with a 1 cm diameter. Fourier transforms infrared (FTIR)
transmission spectra were collected on a Perkin-Elmer FTIR
spectrophotometer in the 4,000–400 cm−1 frequency range with a
resolution of 4 cm−1.

2.10 Minimum inhibitory
concentration (MIC)

The microdilution assay determined the propolis
nanocomposite’s minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)
against Staphylococcus aureus and C. perfringens (Almeida
et al., 2017). The KPE-loaded film was dissolved in dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO). Using the 100 μL MH media in 96-well
microplates, an inoculation of MRSA bacteria (1.31 ×
105 CFU/mL) was tested against applied KPE concentrations
in DMSO at 0.625, 1.25, 2.5, 5.0, 10, 20, 40, 80 mg/mL media
(Wiegand et al., 2008). The McFarland solution scale was applied
to adjust the bacterial concentration, and a control negative
(DMSO) and control positive (Zethromycin; standard
antibiotic). The microplates were incubated (37°C ± 1°C/24 h)
using an anaerobic incubator chamber (AS-580, Anaerobe
Systems Co, Morgan Hill, CA 95037, United States),
supported with a gas system (5% CO2, 5% H2, 90% N2). After
the time was finished, a 30 μL resazurin solution (100 μg/mL) was
injected into the wells where the MIC value defined as the lowest
concentration inhibited bacterial growth. The MBC was
calculated by inoculating 100 µL aliquots from each well of
the microplate and then testing the inhibition at the MIC level
using Petri plates with tryptic soy–yeast extract broth. The MBC
was calculated by inoculating 100 µL aliquots from each well of
the microplate, in which inhibition was evaluated for the MIC
wells on Petri plates containing tryptic soy–yeast extract broth
media and incubated (at 37°C/24 h). The minimum effective
bactericidal concentration (MBC) was determined to be the
lowest concentration at which 99.9% of the injected cells were
first killed.

2.11 Assessment of propolis complex MRSA
antibiofilm

Stainless steel coupons (type 304; 1 cm diameter) were
cleaned, washed, and sanitized according to the methodology
described before (Narayanan et al., 2016). Each stainless-steel
coupon was submerged in a 24-well polystyrene microplate filled
with 1.0 mL of inoculum (MRSA or C. Perfringens). The
microplates were hermetically sealed using Parafilm®, followed
by a polystyrene cover of each plate before incubation (at 37°C/
24 h) using an anaerobic incubator chamber (AS-580, Anaerobe
Systems Co, Morgan Hill, CA 95037, the United States),
supported with a gas system (5% CO2, 5% H2, 90% N2). After

preparing the coupons, they were immersed in a CS/PVA
complex with different propolis concentrations (50 ng, 100 ng,
150 ng, 200 ng/mL), where the inoculated coupon loaded with
MRSA bacteria (1.31 × 105 CFU/mL) or C. perfringens (1.54 ×
105 CFU/mL). The plates containing the coupon immersed in the
nanoemulsion complex were shaken (300 rpm) using a
microplate shaker during incubation (IKA MS 3,
United States), which offers laminar flow conditions for the
antibiofilm solution. The bacterial log of cell count was
recorded for each hour of contact, up to 6 hours of
experimental time. Reducing the bacterial count regarding
propolis composite coating of coupons was determined against
the control ones, which were infected by bacterial colonies
without composite coating (Amalaradjou and
Venkitanarayanan, 2014).

2.12 Propolis composite assessment against
MRSA infection in rats

The in vitro models highlighted the propolis composite as more
effective against the MRSA strain than C. perfringens. As an in vivo
model, researchers utilized thirty male Sprague Dawley rats, each
3 months old and weighing 180.64 ± 5.67 g. The rats were allowed to
acclimate for 1 week in an acrylic tank while being kept in regular
laboratory settings (standard laboratory animal diet and water were
provided ad libitum, and the light/dark cycle lasted 12 h), and the
rats were classified as follows:

Group 1: Rats with skin injuries had MRSA infection treated
with propolis-free film.

Group 2: Rats with skin injuries had MRSA infection treated
with Vancomycin (150 ng/mL).

Group 3: Rats with skin injuries had MRSA infections treated
with propolis (50 ng/mL).

Group 4: Rats with skin injuries had MRSA infection treated
with propolis (100 ng/mL).

Group 5: Rats with skin injuries had MRSA infections treated
with propolis (150 ng/mL).

Group 6: Rats with skin injuries had MRSA infection treated
with propolis (200 ng/mL).

The bacterial strain treated Rats in groups as chronic infection
(MRSA bacteria inoculation at 1.31 × 105 CFU/mL). Rats’ wounds
were re-contaminated every 5 days at days (1, 5, and 10) before
applying the remedy with a composite coating containing Korean
propolis extract nanoparticles as an antimicrobial agent.

Ketamine (80 mg/kg), followed by xylazine (10 mg/kg), was
injected intramuscularly into the femoral musculature of the
hind leg for anesthesia (Grada et al., 2018; Bhatia et al., 2022).
After loss of reflexes, the rat was placed in the prone position on
the heating pad on an operating table. After that, a full-
thickness wound was produced with a 6 mm punch tool in
the right up legs of rats. After the wound production, the rat was
placed in an induction chamber and subjected to an induction
dose varying from 2% isoflurane to 100% oxygen at a rate of
1.5 L/min until loss of the reflexes. Rats for infection were
treated using the MRSA bacterial solution at a concentration of
1.31 × 105 CFU/mL. For the treatment, rats were administrated
twice daily by coating the injury (each 12 h) during the next
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18 days; the response for curing was recorded daily. After
propolis complex treatment, the microtiter plate assay for the
MRSA bacterial cell was checked utilizing the viable plate count
technique to determine the number of bacterial populations
that had survived (Amalaradjou et al., 2010).

2.13 Data statistical analysis

The data were reported using means ± standard deviations (SD;
n = 5). Statistical analysis was performed using analysis of variance
(ANOVA). The multiple range test conducted by Duncan was

FIGURE 1
A flow chart describing the experiment’s methodology for evaluation of KPE-film on MRS-infected wounds of rats at several KPE-loaded
concentrations.
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FIGURE 2
Mechanical characteristics and moisture content of two film composites with different propolis extract concentrations. (A) Representation of the
changes in tensile stress values regarding the changes in film concentrations and propolis content. (B) Representation of the changes in elastic modulus
values regarding the changes in film concentrations and propolis content. (C) Representation of the changes in the elongation at break values regarding
the changes in film concentrations and propolis content. (D) Representation of the changes in moisture content values regarding film
concentrations and propolis content changes. KPE, Korean propolis extract; CS, chitosan; PVA, polyvinyl alcohol; MC, moisture content.
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calculated, and the difference between the mean values was
considered significant (at p ≤ 0.05).

3 Results

The KPE nanoparticle formed in light of the schematic diagram
reflects a significant activity for both In vitro and In vivo assessment.
The flow chart describing the experiment’s methodology for
evaluating KPE film on MRS-infected wounds of rats at several
KPE-loaded concentrations illustrates the evaluation
steps (Figure 1).

3.1 Composite mechanical, morphological,
and moisture properties

The dried film properties of two composites (1 CS: 1 PVA and
1 CS: 2 PVA) are studied; results are the way to recommend a
significant formula for the application. Tensile stress was measured
with and without different amounts of propolis complex (50, 100,
150, and 200 ng/mL). According to the data in Figure 2A, the tensile
stress values decreased by adding propolis to film structures.
Lowering the tensile values reduced the film’s flexibility and
ability to withstand stress before breaking. It was also seen that
adding propolis to the (1 CS: 2 PVA) film changed the tensile stress
values more than in the case of the (1 CS: 1 PVA) composite, which
may be linked to PVA concentration. The elastic modulus is, at its
core, a measure of how strong a material is and how easily it can be
bent or stretched (Figure 2B); this could support numerous
applications of this composite. Again, adding propolis made the
changes in the elastic modulus value stand out more in the (1 CS:
2 PVA) composite than in the (1 CS: 2 PVA) composite, where only
minor changes were seen in the last film composite. Another
parameter utilized for the film material assessment was the
elongation at break (Figure 2C). This characteristic indicates the
extension of the material that can be measured as stretching before
the break occurs in its structure. All these properties support the
utilization of the (1 CS: 1 PVA) composite formula as a more
sustainable one.

Adding propolis to the films consisting of chitosan and polyvinyl
alcohol materialized as a treatment causing elongation weakness,
being implicated in an equal proportion (1 CS: 1 PVA) or a double
PVA concentration (Figure 2C). Apparent changes were recorded
for the elongation at the break values. It is worth mentioning that
when applying different percentages of propolis, the changes
recorded were more severe, with the film containing a higher
PVA percentage. The insertion of propolis extract into the film
material reflects an elevation of its moisture content (%MC). Again,
the high PVA film recorded a higher moisture content than the
lower PVA film (Figure 2D). However, the MC percentages were
lower for all (1 CS: 1 PVA) films with different KPE concentrations
than the film composite (1 CS: 2 PVA). The previous results indicate
the extent to which composites containing various concentrations of
Korean propolis extract excel in giving the properties of elasticity
and softness, especially when loaded onto a 1 CS:1 PVA composite.
However, the composites loaded with the same propolis
concentrations at a 1CS:2 PVA composite had lower flexibility,

softness, and drying speed at the application site. All these results
support the preliminary evidence of the superiority of the
compound containing 1:1 in application in terms of cohesion,
speed of drying, and effectiveness when applied to the skin. At
this point, SEM was utilized to evaluate the 50, 100, 150, and 200 ng
KEP/mL composite.

The morphological makeup of the formed composite is a
significant factor for numerous practical applications of PVA/
chitosan composites. Selected images for the SEM describing the
surface of the PVA/CS composite were examined. Figure 3 shows the
images chosen for the scanning electron microscope (SEM) that
demonstrate the surface structure of PVA/CS composites (1:1)
loading with KPE at several concentrations (50, 100, 150, and
200 ng/mL). The PVA/CS exhibited a uniform surface for all
captures with several KPE concentrations. The captures also
reflect the smoothability of the composite surface. It was noticed
that large particles of KPE were agglomerated at the membrane
center for the image of 50 ng KPE/mL composite (Figure 3A). The
consistency and good distribution of the propolis components
loaded on the composite appeared more clearly in the films
containing 150 ng/mL concentrations (Figure 3C), followed by
composite loading of 200 ng KPE/mL (Figure 3D), where the last
composite reflects a chaos content of the KPE nanoparticles. The
captures (Figures 3B,C) reflect far points of fractures, which link to
the membrane permeability for the water vapor.

3.2 Assessment of film composite
swelling ratio

The swelling ratio is the proportional increase in the composite
mass attributable to hydration. After a crosslinking procedure, the
polymer portion not incorporated into the crosslinked network is
known as the sol fraction. The swelling behavior affects the
composite film’s mechanical characteristics and adsorption
recovery. The swelling ratios are recorded for the two types of
film composites (1:1 and 1:2) of CS to PVA concentrations every
30 min and up to 6 h (Figure 4A). The resistance-time interval is
210 and 300 min for the 1:1 CS-PVA and 1:2 CS-PVA, respectively.
The composite of 1:2 CS-PVA has the highest swelling ratio at a 210-
minute interval, degrading rapidly after this value. However, the
swelling ratio reduction for the composite 1:1 CS-PVA after 300 min
of the interval time is low. Up to these time intervals, no degradation
was noticed in the film composite material of the two applied types.
The composite swelling ratio could indicate several parameters if
applied as a gel to derma healing sites. The composite swelling ratio
could indicate several parameters if used as a gel to derma healing
sites. This characteristic could help reduce skin wound water
activity, leading to infection control.

3.3 Assessment of moisture
retention capacity

Applied CS: PVA composite sheets of the two types (1:1 or 1:2)
were evaluated for their moisture retention capacity values
(Figure 4B). The moisture retention capacity determines the
ability of the prepared film sheets to hold their moisture content
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under outside influences such as heating. Up to a specific limit, this
characteristic indicates how the film can stay elastic and resist
damage during its utilization. In contrast, a high moisture
capacity indicates more free water content, which affects
microbial contamination. The results reflect that a film sheet
containing an equal CS and PVA concentration has 65.21% ±
0.82% as the MRC value. This was lower than the MRC value of
the 1CS:2PVA film, which is 72.66% ± 1.81% for the control film
material. These values were increased through the insertion of
propolis in the film composition.

The rate of the MRC increase was lower for the sheets of type
1CS:1PVA compared with the 1CS:2PVA sheets during the
elevation of the inserted propolis concentration. Moreover, the
changes recorded for the MRC values of the 1CS:1PVA sheet type
for propolis concentrations were limited. In this regard, the
previous results of the two sheet types (1:1 and 1:2 of the CS/
PVA) could refer to the film containing equal concentrations as a
more suitable sheet recommended for application in the following
experimental steps.

3.4 Assessment of film color, thickness, and
water activity

The film attributes are changed regarding the different
concentrations of PVA applied to the film formation. The
lightness (L*), whiteness (a*), and darkness (b*) mostly

recorded changes in a comparison between CS: PVA (1:1 and 1:
2). Also, by enriching the film composite using propolis, its color
attributes were influenced (Table 1). The value changes concerning
the film color (ΔE) are shown to be incremental when raising KPE
concentration content. The rate of ΔE elevation by propolis
concentration doubled, which was noticeably more
straightforward for the film composite with a higher PVA
content. Significant changes were recorded for the film
composite’s color, with PVA and KPE concentrations.
Generally, the formed composites prepared using CS/PVA and
loading KPE concentrations have a color close to the skin. The
thickness of CS-PVA composite films was assessed to measure the
impact of PVA concentration changes (Table 1). The result is
reflected by significant differences between the two composites (1:
1 and 1:2). No considerable changes are recorded for propolis
insertion into the film composites except for CS-PVA at a
concentration of (2:1) and just for KPE concentration of
200 ng/mL.

3.5 Assessment of thermal characteristics of
loaded composites

The thermal characteristics of materials may be influenced by
the combination of polymers and the addition of certain additives,
a well-recognized fact. The effect of Korean Propolis extract
(KPE), a bioactive component, on the thermal stability of

FIGURE 3
Scanning electron microscope of CS/PVA (1:1) loaded with KPE at concentrations of (A) 50 ng KPE/mL, (B) 100 KPE/mL, (C) 150 KPE/mL, and (D)
200 ng KPE/mL of nanoemulsion composite.
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PVA/CS composite at different concentrations is represented
(Table 2). The reference indices used were the glass transition
temperature (Tg), melting temperature (Tm), temperature of
maximum breakdown rate (Tmax), and the percentage of mass
loss (at 300, 400, and 500°C). The results demonstrate that the
composite stability significantly improved after loading with KPE
compared to the original composite (PVA/CS). The Composite
Tm values increased from 160°C to 168°C when loaded with KPE
at a concentration of 50 ng/mL and up to 177°C when loaded with
KPE at 200 ng/mL. The observed increases suggest that the
structural semi-crystalline integrity of KPE’s nanoparticles

could be impacted, perhaps due to the hydrogen bond
generated between the molecules that formed the composite
structure, where these bonds act as the backbone structure of
the composite. The presence of these components may increase
the formation of hydrogen bonds between the polymer chains,
leading to a change in the organized structure of molecules in the
film and indicating changes in crystallinity. Remarkably, the
loaded bio-composite films of KPE exhibited greater T max
values than the reference composite, with Tmax values of 327°C
and 337°C. Besides, the residual content of the formed composite
slightly increased at the same evaluation temperature. These

FIGURE 4
(A) Swelling properties and (B)moisture retention capacity of chitosan–polyvinyl alcohol composites at two different mixing ratios (CS: PVA; 1:1 and
1:2). KPE, Korean propolis extract; CS, chitosan; PVA, polyvinyl alcohol; MRC, moisture retention capacity.
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results could also be linked with formed bonds between the
molecule contents after loading the KPE to composite and
joined with the concentration increment of film.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns revealed clear and
prominent peaks at an angle of 2θ = 20°–50°. Significantly,
peaks seen at 2θ values between 20° and 50° indicate the
existence of chitosan at low KPE loading doses (Supplementary
Figure S3). The thorough examination of XRD patterns offers
valuable insights into the structural changes caused by including
chitosan in the hybrid membranes, revealing the polymeric films’
various crystalline and amorphous phases. The decrease in
crystallinity seen in KPE-filled PVA/Cs composites may be
attributed to the integration of KPE into the polymer matrix of
the composite, together with the bioactive molecules.
Incorporating KPE into PVA/CS composites affects the
resulting composite structure’s molecular arrangement and
chain organization. The presence of extract ingredients from
the KPE may initiate interactions with the composite chains,
leading to the folding or rearranging of the chains and thus
influencing the strength and frequency of these interactions.

3.6 Assessment of FTIR characteristics of
1CS:1PVA film

From this point forward, CS: PVA composite (1:1) was chosen as
the recommended one to apply in further experiments. The Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) analysis showed the active group and
functional sites of the 1CS:1 PVA film sheet when used as a control
sheet or loaded with different amounts of propolis. The results
reflect more active sites on the film sheet with the propolis loading
concentration (Figure 5). The result reflected linking groups
manifested with the film sheet’s enrichment with propolis.
Regarding the area of 1,000–1,200 cm−1, groups of CH = CH
were recorded in the form of cis (1,054 cm−1) and trans
(1,137 cm−1) isomers, and their content was increased in
association with the propolis concentration in the film sheet.

Also, the region between 1,500 and 1700 cm−1 recorded contains
several groups of C=O (1,650 cm−1), O–C=O (1,540 cm−1), and C=C
(1,670 cm−1), which could function by delivering the targeted
materials. The area between 2800 and 3,000 cm−1 indicates an
increase in the film’s active aldehyde and alcohol group content,

TABLE 1 Color attributes, thickness, and water activity changes of CS: PVA (1:1 or 1:2) as control composites or containing various KEP concentrations.

L* a* b* ΔE Thickness (mm) aw

(1CS: 1 PVA) Film

Control 73.05 ± 0.54b 24.23 ± 0.28a 34.25 ± 0.86f — 1.02 ± 0.05a 0.37 ± 0.01a,b

50 ng KEP 55.61 ± 1.22d 27.67 ± 1.16b 31.37 ± 1.34g 13.84 1.01 ± 0.04a 0.34 ± 0.02c

100 ng KEP 46.31 ± 1.37g 28.94 ± 0.44b 30.55 ± 0.88h 24.29 1.04 ± 0.02a 0.31 ± 0.02d

150 ng KEP 44.21 ± 1.28h 30.26 ± 0.55d 28.94 ± 0.74h 26.08 1.05 ± 0.04a 0.32 ± 0.01d

200 ng KEP 43.47 ± 1.18k 30.79 ± 0.34d 25.41 ± 0.91k 25.67 1.07 ± 0.05a 0.32 ± 0.02c,d

(1CS: 2PVA) Film

Control 78.21 ± 0.37a 14.71 ± 0.28a 52.77 ± 1.02a — 0.85 ± 0.07b 0.41 ± 0.02b

50 ng KEP 62.44 ± 1.05c 17.86 ± 0.41f 49.37 ± 1.27b 16.44 0.89 ± 0.04b 0.37 ± 0.01a,b

100 ng KEP 56.77 ± 0.94d 18.34 ± 0.34f 46.55 ± 1.05c 22.61 0.88 ± 0.06b 0.38 ± 0.02a

150 ng KEP 52.88 ± 0.54e 20.41 ± 0.58e 44.24 ± 1.14d 27.12 0.91 ± 0.06b 0.35 ± 0.02

200 ng KEP 50.18 ± 1.02f 19.56 ± 0.45e 41.37 ± 0.97e 30.65 1.01 ± 0.05a 0.36 ± 0.01b,c

Data are expressed as mean ± SD (SD: standard deviation; n = 3; p ≤ 0.05). CS, chitosan; PVA, polyvinyl alcohol; KEP, Korean propolis extract. The values expressed with different superscript

letters in the same column differ significantly. The values calculated as ΔE = √ (a− − a)2 + (b− – b)2 + (L− – L)2.

TABLE 2 TGA analysis of bio-composite polymeric materials of polyvinyl alcohol/chitosan (with/without propolis loading concentrations.

Tg (°C) Tm (°C) Tmax (°C) Loss W1 (%) Loss W2 (%) Residue (%)

PVA/CS (1:1) 69 160 322 32 55 4.5

PVA/CS/KPE 1 71 168 327 34 57 4.7

PVA/CS/KPE 2 70 170 330 34 58 4.8

PVA/CS/KPE 3 74 175 335 37 63 5.1

PVA/CS/KPE 4 75 177 337 38 65 5.1

T, temperature; Tg, temperature of glass transition; Tm, temperature of melting; T max, temperature of maximum decomposition rate; Loss W1, %Weight loss at 300°C; Loss W2, %Weight loss

at 400°C; Residue (%): residue percentage of composite (at 500°C).

PVA/CS: a composite base of polyvinyl alcohol/chitosan at 1:1 (wt/wt); PVA/CS/KPE1: a composite base loaded with 50 ng/mL of Korean propolis extract; KPE2: a composite base loaded with

100 ng/mL of Korean propolis extract; KPE3: a composite base loaded with 150 ng/mL of Korean propolis extract; KPE4: a composite base loaded with 200 ng/mL of Korean propolis extract.
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which shows an increase in the content with an increasing
concentration of propolis added to the film. The area between
3,200 and 3,500 cm−1 indicates the film membrane’s hydroxyl
group and carboxyl group contents, which have an essential
function in the activity of the film membrane and its properties
as a carrier medium for bioactive components that play a functional
role when applied in medical and food applications.

The hydroxyl group, which manifests increased at 150 and
200 ng KPE/mL, plays a crucial role in nanoemulsions, especially
in terms of stability and functionality; their importance is related to
functionality such as stabilization, surface Activity, compatibility
with Bioactive Compounds, improved bioavailability and
antioxidant properties. The hydroxyl group plays an essential role
in nanoemulsions’ strength, functionality, and overall performance,
delivering nanoparticles effective delivery systems for different
purposes in cosmetics and pharmaceuticals.

The formation of chemical bonds in a nanoemulsion solution
containing polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and propolis extract is often
attributed to hydrogen bonding. Hydrogen bonds are a specific kind
of dipole-dipole interaction that arises when a hydrogen atom is
covalently bound to an element with strong electronegativity due to
electrostatic forces. These bonds are formed between the film
material’s PVA and chitosan, allowing KPE loading.

3.7 Antibacterial evaluation of loaded
film materials

The results reflect considerable antibacterial properties of KPE-
CS/PVA at the applied concentrations, particularly at 150 and

200 ng KPE/mL nanoemulsions (Figure 6). The assays of
minimum inhibition concentration (MIC) and minimum
bacterial concentration (MBC) are measured to represent the
antimicrobial characteristics. Two bacterial strains of MRSA
bacteria and C. perfringens, known to cause significant issues in
wound contamination, are chosen to assess the nanoemulsions of
KPE-CS/PVA. The composite with a propolis concentration of
150 ng/mL has antibacterial activity against the two strains, with
no significant differences reported between the bacterial strains.
Again, the values recorded regarding the MIC activities of the film
loaded with 150 ng KPE/mL and 200 ng KPE/mL were shown to
have close values. This result could recommend the application of
150 ng KPE/mL as the best treatment with high
antimicrobial activity.

It is noticed that the higher the KPE-loading composite, the
higher the antibacterial properties (MIC and MBC). In this regard,
tested strains of bacteria that are known to form a biofilm and
possess antibiotic resistance can positively inhibit using KPE-CS/
PVA composite, particularly at KPE concentrations of 150 and
200 ng/mL. The result also reflects a more efficient 200 ng KPE
composite against the strain of C. perfringens. The inhibition effect
of the KPE-composite is close to that of the standard antibiotic
azithromycin.

3.8 Anti-biofilm evaluation of CS/
PVA-propolis

The application of the KPE-CS/PVA composite showed the
capacity to inhibit the biofilm formation of test pathogen strains

FIGURE 5
The FTIR evaluation of CS/PVA film sheet as control and with KPE (50, 100, 150, and 200 ng/mL). KPE, Korean propolis extract; CS, chitosan; PVA,
polyvinyl alcohol.
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(MRSA and C. perfringens), where the high efficiency is linked with
more KPE concentrations (Figures 7A,B). It was noticed that the
increment of the propolis concentration loaded onto CS/PVA
composite material reflected more incredible bacterial anti-
biofilm properties. The results indicated that CS/PVA-propolis
concentrations of 150 and 200 ng KPE/mL closely impact the
anti-biofilm characteristics. Also, these concentrations of propolis
(150 and 200 ng/mL) were shown to be more effective in destroying
the MRSA biofilm after a 4-h interval. Otherwise, the 150 ng KPE/
mL concentration was found to kill the bacterial Clostridium biofilm
after a 5-hour time interval. It was noticed that the antibiofilm
properties of the composites against the two pathogens of the
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (Figure 7A) and
Clostridium perfringens (Figure 7B) are close to each other, and
the more efficiency recorded for 150 and 200 ng KPE-CS/PVA
composites.

In the planktonic state, the bacteria are not attached to any
surface and may be easily reached by the antimicrobial chemicals
included in the KPE. This enables direct engagement and more
effective disintegration of bacterial cells. The biofilms are intricate
assemblages of bacteria that adhere to a surface and are immersed
inside a self-generated matrix of extracellular polymeric substances
(EPS). The matrix protects the bacteria from antimicrobial
medications, reducing susceptibility to treatments compared to
their planktonic counterparts. Bacteria inside a biofilm often
exhibit a distinct metabolic state compared to planktonic
bacteria. Therefore, they might exhibit reduced activity and be
less susceptible to agents targeting actively proliferating cells. The
EPS matrix can hinder the diffusion of antimicrobial agents,
impeding their ability to reach the bacteria within the biofilm at
effective concentrations. Bacteria associated with biofilms can

express distinct genes compared to free-floating bacteria,
potentially including genes that resist antimicrobial substances.
The combination of these features makes it more difficult for the
antimicrobial components of KPE to penetrate and effectively
combat bacteria in biofilm form, leading to reduced effectiveness
compared to when the bacteria are in the planktonic condition.
However, the composite of PVA/CS can act as a barrier that
supports the antibiofilm impact of the applied KPE composite,
forming a barrier and suppressing biofilm formation, which can
illustrate the activity recorded in Figure 7 of the current results.

3.9 Animal experimental studies

Regarding the in-vivo application of KPE-CS/PVA composites,
treating the infected would manifest an ameliorative impact,
particularly at high KPE concentrations. Covering wounds with
the composite gel affects the wound behavior of the MRSA-infecting
load. Leg injuries with MRSA infection are shown rapidly in cases
covered by KPE-CS/PVA gel of 150 ng KPE/mL composite. The
results point out the efficiency of CS/PVA composites in accelerating
wound curing, particularly when loaded with 150 ng/mL propolis.
Compared to the standard antibiotic used in treatment, the results
appeared to be based on a compound containing 150 mg of propolis,
which was recorded to be close to the standard. In the G1, the rats
were treated with CS/PVA film free of propolis nanoparticles, and
the wound curing of the infected was slow compared to the rest of
the treatments.

The wounds in this group showed the formation of simple
purulent pockets and the appearance of suppurations, which were
not recorded in the rest of the groups containing the propolis extract.

FIGURE 6
Minimum bacterial and minimum inhibition concentrations of the CS/PVA film (1:1) loaded by 50, 100, 150, and 200 ng KPE/mL compared to the
control measured against two bacterial strains. KPE, Korean propolis extract; CS, chitosan; PVA, polyvinyl alcohol; MIC, minimal inhibitory concentration;
MBC, minimal bactericidal concentration; MRSA, methicillin resistance Staphylococcus aureus.
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A good response was recorded to treatments containing propolis,
and these results were confirmed by evaluating the number of
bacteria on the wounds daily and before covering them with the
gel compound, by conducting bacterial swabs, and by assessing the
total count (Supplementary Figure S1).

CS/PVA film loaded with 150 ng/mL treatment recorded better
and more satisfactory results than the G2 rats treated with the
standard antibiotic (Vancomycin). The G6 and G5 results were
similar, with no significant improvement despite increased KEB

concentration with the G6 treatment. While the G3 (50 ng KPE/
mL) and G4 (100 ng KPE/mL) treatments showed a specific
improvement in the wounds infected with MRSA, this
amelioration was less than that with the standard antibiotics
(Vancomycin). The microbial load of wounds treated with propolis
recorded a rapid deterioration in the number of MRSA bacteria on
infected wounds, effectively contributing to the fast recovery of the
affected skin cells. Reducing the bacterial load positively supported cell
regeneration and increased the recovery rate of the affected areas.

FIGURE 7
Anti-biofilm characteristics of the CS/PVA (1:1) loaded by 50, 100, 150, and 200 ng KPE/mL compared to the control measured against two bacterial
strains. (A) Representation of bacterial-log count changes for methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus regarding propolis concentration changes. (B)
Representation of bacterial-log count changes for Clostridium perfringens regarding propolis concentration changes. KPE, Korean propolis extract; CS,
chitosan; PVA, polyvinyl alcohol; CFU, colony forming unit.
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In addition to the previous results, a special replicate was
performed to compare the impact of 150 or 200 ng KPE/mL
regarding the standard antibiotic effect. In this case, the infected
injury has occurred in the dorsal area. A rapid improvement was
observed in groups G5 and G6 compared to the rest groups during
the treatment period. These results prompted the authors to repeat
the experiment on several rats with a different injury area in the
dorsal area instead of the front leg injury, as in the main experiment.
Once again, the results showed that the treated rats with an injury
area on the back showed a significant improvement in restoring the
lost hair in the injury area and the recovery rate of the injured
wounds. Also, the healing rate for the infection wound was the best
for the G5 rats treated with CS/PVA loaded with 150 ng KPE/mL.

The swabbed of tested wound bacteria emphasizes the propolis’s
impact on decreasing MRSA infection. The results significantly
reduced CS/PVA-propolis application on injury wounds. The
total plate count of the infected injuries treated by CS/PVA-free
was initiated with 2.71 × 105 CFU/mL on the second day of the
treatment and recorded as 1.89 × 103 CFU/mL by the end of the
treatment period. However, the results were infection-free after
5 days of CS/PVA-KPE treatment at 150 and 200 ng/mL. The
MRSA infection needed more than 10 days to disappear from the
injury with CS/PVA-KPE loaded at 50 and 100 ng/mL. These
findings could emphasize the efficiency of KPE loading as a
nanoemulsion with CS/PVA for curing the MRSA-infected injury
and facilitating the healing properties.

4 Discussion

Chitosan is safe and has effective therapeutic properties, whereas
PVA possesses biocompatibility, excellent processability,
hydrophilicity, and attractive physical and chemical properties
without affecting cells or organisms. PVA dissolves after long-
term contact with polar fluids, making it challenging to employ
separately in physiological and medical situations. Chitosan is the
best polymer to blend with PVA to create a unique composite due to
its antibacterial properties (Teodorescu et al., 2019; Kochkina and
Lukin, 2020). Mixing PVA with CS improves control release and
bioactivity (Liao et al., 2011; Mirzaeei et al., 2021). PVA was used to
make a composite with CS since it does not impact chitosan’s
antibacterial capabilities (Cai et al., 2016; Annu and Ahmed,
2021). PVA/CS was utilized in the current study for the propolis
loading, which helps protect the propolis active ingredients and
limits their degradation.

Propolis extract is rich in bioactive components (phenolic and
flavonoids) that significantly function for antimicrobial potency
(Alarjani et al., 2023; Saleh et al., 2023). Propolis loading to PVA
can improve anti-inflammation potential and enhance
antimicrobial properties (Saleh et al., 2023). The present
evaluation against pathogenic strains of bacteria shows this
impact of inhibition. The PVA/CS loading with KPE was more
effective at inhibiting Staphylococcus aureus and Clostridium
perfringens, as demonstrated by the MIC, MBC, and antibiofilm
on coupon tests (Figures 6, 7A,B). In this study, authors used two
composite formulas of PVA/CS (1:1, 1:2) for loading propolis
concentrations (50, 100, 150, and 200 ng/mL). The inter- and
intramolecular KPE/Z (Z = halogen, oxygen, or nitrogen)

secondary interactions are expected to enhance the biological
activity of propolis compounds (Dhau et al., 2021). However,
compared to several KPE concentrations applied for the
antimicrobial effect, the results reflected increased antibacterial
potency by the KPE concentration elevation in the agar-diffusion
well. This result may also illustrate the increment of active sites
measured in the FT-IR results by raising KPE concentration
(Figure 5). The nanoemulsion technique, particularly for
antimicrobial and anti-pathogenic applications, can valorize the
potency and efficiency of applied compounds (Singh et al., 2022).
The mechanism of action for nanoemulsions may be linked to their
efficiency against harmful bacteria through their valuable
antioxidant impact or their impact against the reactive
oxygen species.

In light of the graphical chart, the results demonstrate changes in
composite material properties that make them more robust, more
resistant to pressure, and able to stretch (Figure 2). Regarding the
change in tensile stress, the CS/PVA film sheet has less dramatic
changes due to the loading of KPE at different concentrations.
Propolis nanoparticles explain this effect in the sheet that
affected CS/PVA interaction. A previous investigation has
mentioned the propolis’ impact on film characterization with
several changes (Olewnik-Kruszkowska et al., 2022). In the case
of the 1CS/1PVA composite, the tensile stress dropped significantly
from 33.74 + 0.44 MPa to 27.05 + 0.66 MPa for the composite. The
tensile stress values decreased from 29.77 + 0.39 to 21.55 + 0.81 MPa
in the 1CS/2PVA composite.

It was also clear that the tensile stress values changed more
quickly as KPE concentration increased in the 1CS/2PVA composite
material (Figure 2A). The observed reduction can be attributed to
the dispersion of propolis molecules, reducing the film matrix’s
cohesive forces. According to (Šuran et al., 2021), an increased
distribution of KPE content leads to decreased cohesive forces and
composite strength. Previous research has also shown that the
tensile stress value decreases with more component loading on
the composite materials (Ahmad et al., 2015; Suriyatem et al.,
2019). The changes in the tensile stress values may be linked to
other changes in the mechanical properties of the formed film. These
properties were the elasticity and elongation at break (Figures 2B,C).
A similar result was reported in several studies, where these
composites also contained chitosan as one of the ingredients
(Pinzon et al., 2018). The fact that they are associated with more
water and lower tensile strength helps to explain the slight changes
in elastic modulus and elongation at break values. The water content
increases in the composite content were clarified due to the presence
of PVA and its ratio in the film content (Khonakdar et al., 2003;
Talja et al., 2007).

Otherwise, the composite sheet thickness recorded was less for
1CS/2PVA than for 1CS/1PVA, even when the composite was
loaded with the different KPE concentrations. The attributes of the
composites loaded with different KPE concentrations provide
degrees of color very close to the skin’s color (Table 1), which
gives a chance for their probable skin application. The water
activities of 1CS/1 PVA composites were lower than those of
1CS/2 PVA sheets, while the last one’s capacity to absorb water
was higher. The limited availability of the water molecules is due to
their insertion into the 1:1 CS/PVA composite structure, which
explains this point. The formed sheets’ swelling ratio and water
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retention capacity reflect their resistance to rapid degradation
(Figures 4A,B). These characteristics could be significant for
bioactive material delivery systems (Vishal Gupta and
Shivakumar, 2010; Lv et al., 2019).

Significant chitosan and polyvinyl alcohol content of active groups
(NH2, OH, C-H) play a functional role in the form of the bonds formed
with the Korean propolis that was loaded (Figure 5). These groups
provide several hydrogen bonds with loaded KPE extract, increasing its
effectiveness, protection against degradation, and effectively controlling
its delivery. It was clear that there was a change in the active group
contents of the compound and the occurrence of bonds with the change
in the concentration of the loaded extract. The higher KPE
concentration reflects the higher active group content, which aids in
the conductivity properties of the composite (Hou et al., 2013; Chen
et al., 2018). The composites of loaded KPE showed significant activity
against pathogenicmicroorganisms ofMRSA andC. perfringens strains,
which are known to cause severe wound infections. Depending on the
effect of dose importance and economy, these results support the
application of 150 ng KPE/mL for medical and pharmaceutical
purposes, as results recorded close values for concentrations of
150 and 200 ng KPE/mL composite.

Because the biofilm matrix protects the bacteria, the biofilm is
more antibiotic-resistant. The current research found considerable
bacterial biofilm suppression, possibly due to KPE’s protective effect
and the PVA/CS’s barrier effect. This research assessed the KPE
composite’s anti-biofilm properties using laminar flow. Laminar
flow suits biological systems best. Turbulent or laminar flow may
impact biofilm-forming microbe gene expression (Tsagkari et al.,
2022). In laminar flow (stable state), bacteria may better control
their genes by concentrating on growth and maintenance rather
than stress (Kalia et al., 2023; Sadeghzadeh et al., 2024). These
circumstances alleviate stress and enable regulated EPS generation,
creating organized biofilms with layers and channels (Pan et al.,
2022). However, turbulent flow activates genes and upregulates
biofilm-forming adhesion factors and EPS. Bacterial gene
expression may differ under both flow conditions.

The CS dressings were applied to heal the skin because of their ease
of application, antibacterial and hemostatic properties, and capacity to
encourage skin regeneration. The CS can clean wound bacterial
infection during inflammation and promote granulation tissue
formation to speed skin proliferation (Feng et al., 2021). The CS is
crucial to wound healing’s hemostasis, inflammation, and proliferation
(Xia et al., 2022). In our study, this characteristic plays a significant role
in wound healing, besides its functionality and KPE deliverability. The
anti-inflammatory substances in propolis extract help reduce pain, heat,
and swelling at the wound site, making it easier for the wound to heal.

Wound dressings benefit from exudate absorbents with high
swelling capacity and porosity, water vapor transfer, antibacterial
and anti-inflammatory properties, and low germ permeability. These
properties were attained in KPE-CS/PVA nanocomposites (Figures 2,
3; Table 1). Most commercial dressings lack elasticity, flexibility,
medication loading, tensile strength, spreadability, and the ability
to moisten wounds to hasten healing. These effects were crucial to
achieving the stated goals of increasing wound healing response and
reducing microbial burden in infected sites. KPE-containing
composites reduce hazardous bacteria biofilm formation and were
proven to be effective. Comparing coupon test inhibition time before
and after bacteria addition showed this result. The compositions with

150 and 200 ng KPE/mL composite inhibited significantly (Figures 6,
7A, B). Vancomycin demonstrated similar effects to propolis (150 and
200 ngKPE/mL) composites in treating dorsal injuries and hair loss in
rats (Supplementary Figure S2). These data support propolis’s
staphylococcus aureus-reducing efficacy (Abdelsattar et al., 2022).
After 8 days of Vancomycin and KPE composite treatments, the
afflicted regions saw significant hair growth. These findings prove the
potential of these molecules to prevent bacterial infection and aid skin
restoration. Swabbing afflicted regions every 4 days and monitoring
bacteria growth on Petri plates verified the outcomes.

5 Conclusion

This research utilized 1:1 and 1:2 chitosan (CS)/polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) loading materials. As co-surfactants, glycerol and sorbitol
improved the composite’s characteristics. The 1:1 CS/PVA mixture
was marked significantly after loading with Korean propolis extract.
Compositemechanical characteristics differ between 1 CS/1 and 1 CS/
2 PVA formulations. Increasing KPE concentration did not influence
sheet thickness, even if water activity was reduced. Adding KPE gives
composites more active FTIR groups, helping provide bioactive
components. MRSA and Clostridium bacteria, wound pathogens,
were most effectively inhibited by composites containing 150 or
200 ng KPE/mL. Antibacterial action may be enhanced by CS
bioactivity. The composites also inhibited biofilm growth at these
concentrations. In animal tests, KPE-loaded composites (150 or
200 ng KPE/mL) eradicate MRSA infection. The best results were
at 150 ng KPE/mL. Combining treatment against leg and dorsal
infected locations boosted efficiency ratings. Microbiological swabs
from wounds treated with KPE-loading composites improved
significantly in a total plate count test for MRSA infection. These
data showed that 1 CS/1 PVA with 150 ng KPE/mL was the best
wound-MRSA infection therapy and wound-healing assistance. The
composite treated skin infections without affecting wound aesthetics.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S1
An animal experimental study of CS/PVA loaded with KPE at different
concentrations for wounds infected with the MRSA bacteria and treated for
18 days. The figure shown selected images for groups (G3): rats with leg
injuries had MRSA infection treated with propolis (50 ng/mL); (G4): rats with
leg injuries had MRSA infection treated with propolis (100 ng/mL); (G5): rats
with leg injuries had MRSA infection treated with propolis (150 ng/mL);
(G6): rats with leg injuries had MRSA infection treated with propolis
(200 ng/mL).

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S2
Animal experimental study of CS/PVA loaded with KPE at the concentration
of 150 and 200 ng/mL for wounds infected with the MRSA bacteria and
treated for 18 days. (G2): Rats with dorsal injuries had MRSA infection
treated by Vancomycin (150 ng); (G5): rats with dorsal injuries had MRSA
infection treatedwith propolis (150 ng/mL); (G6): rats with dorsal injuries had
MRSA infection treated with propolis (200 ng/mL). The blue arrow referred
to the wound infected place after treatment.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S3
XRD pattern of PVA/CS composite at different KPE concentrations. PVA,
polyvinyl alcohol; CS, chitosan; KPE, Korean propolis extract.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S4
Selected photo for inhibition zones diameters of the PVA/CS/KPE composite
nanoemulsion against (A) Staphylococcus aurous (B) C. perfrungensis
strains of bacteria. Orange arrow : PVA/CS at 200 ng/mL KPE; blue arrow :
PVA/CS at 150 ng/mL KPE.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S5
Selected photo for the swelling behavior of KPE composite loaded into
composite film formed using two formulas of PVA/CS (1:1 and 2:1).
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